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takes free treatment from the hospital accepts charity.
The man who accepts nature cure never begs. Self-help
enhances self-respect. He takes steps to cure himself
by eliminating poisons from the system and takes
precautions against falling ill in the future.
Right diet and balanced diet are necessary. Today
our villages are as bankrupt as we are ourselves. To
produce enough vegetables, fruits and milk in the
villages, is an essential part of the nature cure scheme.
Time spent on this should not be considered a waste.
It is bound to benefit all the villagers and ultimately
the whole of India.
Harijan, 2-6-'46
The essence of nature cure is that we learn the
principles of hygiene and sanitation and abide by those
laws as well as the laws relating to proper nutrition.
Thus does every one become his own doctor^ The man
who eats to live, who is friends with the five powers,
earth, water, ether, sun and air and who is a servant of
God, the Creator of all these, ought not to fall ill. If
he does, he will remain calm relying on God and die in
peace, if need be. If there are any medicinal herbs in
the fields of his village he may make use of them.
Crores live and die like this without a murmur. They
have not so much as heard of a doctor, much less seen
one face to face. Let us become really village-minded.
Village children and adults come to us. Let us teach
them how to live truly. Doctors aver that 99% of disease
springs from insanitation, from eating the wrong food
and from under-nourishment. If we can teach this 99%
the art of living, we can afford to forget the l%....They
may find a philanthropic doctor...to look after them.
We need not worry about them. Today pure water5

